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Alloying elements with strong and weak adsorption properties can produce a catalyst with optimally
tuned adsorbate binding. A full understanding of this alloying effect, however, is not well-established.
Here, we use density functional theory to study the ensemble, ligand, and strain effects of closepacked surfaces alloyed by transition metals with a combination of strong and weak adsorption of H
and O. Specifically, we consider PdAu, RhAu, and PtAu bimetallics as ordered and randomly alloyed
(111) surfaces, as well as randomly alloyed 140-atom clusters. In these alloys, Au is the weak-binding
component and Pd, Rh, and Pt are characteristic strong-binding metals. In order to separate the different
effects of alloying on binding, we calculate the tunability of H- and O-binding energies as a function
of lattice constant (strain effect), number of alloy-substituted sublayers (ligand effect), and randomly
alloyed geometries (ensemble effect). We find that on these alloyed surfaces, the ensemble effect more
significantly tunes the adsorbate binding as compared to the ligand and strain effects, with the binding
energies predominantly determined by the local adsorption environment provided by the specific
triatomic ensemble on the (111) surface. However, we also find that tuning of adsorbate binding from
the ligand and strain effects cannot be neglected in a quantitative description. Extending our studies
to other bimetallics (PdAg, RhAg, PtAg, PdCu, RhCu, and PtCu), we find similar conclusions that
the tunability of adsorbate binding on random alloys is predominately described by the ensemble
effect. Published by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5053894

I. INTRODUCTION

Alloys have been widely studied for heterogeneous catalysis,1,2 sensor design,3 and energy storage.4 Many bi- and
multi-metallic alloys exhibit enhanced performance as compared to their monometallic counterparts.5–9 The origin of the
enhanced performance of alloy surfaces has been extensively
discussed over the past decade. For alloyed single-crystals or
particles with large facets, there are three major effects that
are considered to tune alloy surface properties, namely, the
ensemble (geometric),6,10,11 ligand (electronic),10 and strain
effects.12,13 The ensemble effect describes changes in the
local chemisorption properties with a direct change in the
atomic ensemble components in the adsorption site,10 including the binding geometry of adsorbates on the surface. The
ligand effect describes the tuning of the surface electronic
structure in the same surface ensemble but in a different
atomic environment,10,14 including the electronic contribution
from the near-surface to the surface13 and electronic contributions from the surface atoms around the specific ensemble.
The strain effect describes the changes in bond lengths of
materials due to differences in the lattice constants of the
components, which in turn changes the chemisorption properties.13 In previous experimental studies on alloy surfaces,
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the enhanced performance of alloys has often been attributed
to one or two of these effects.6,8,9,15–17 With an understanding of these effects, new catalysts can be designed, including core@shell catalysts designed by the tuning of adsorbate binding originated from both ligand and strain effects,18
and random alloys with specific surface compositions to provide highly catalytically active sites due to the ensemble
effect.6
Experimentally, it is difficult to differentiate these effects
on alloy surfaces due to the heterogeneous distribution of
atomic ensembles. Although some experimental techniques
including temperature-programmed desorption19 (TPD) can
help us to differentiate surface ensembles, the information is
limited. For example, it is known that Pd(111) and Au(111),
respectively, bind to H strongly and weakly,20,21 while the
PdAu(111) surfaces have a H binding energy intermediate to
Pd and Au.8,17,22 Our previous studies have shown that TPD
can differentiate the H2 desorption peaks from Pd(111)-like
and Pd-Au interface sites on PdAu(111) single-crystals,16,22–26
but TPD cannot differentiate the sizes and geometries of
Pd or Pd-Au ensembles due to an overlap of the desorption peaks. However, it was found from density functional
theory (DFT) calculations that different sizes and geometries of Pd(111)-like and Pd-Au interface sites have different selectivities and activities for catalytic reactions.7,16,22,27
Limited characterization of the surface (and subsurface)
structure leads to difficulties in identifying the dominant
alloying effects. While some advanced atomic-level imaging
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techniques (e.g., scanning tunneling microscope28 ) can elucidate surface ensembles on single-crystals in ultrahigh vacuum,
there is currently a lack of in situ techniques that can identify active catalytic sites under reaction conditions, leading
to uncertainties in mechanistic descriptions of how catalysts
function.
To understand alloying effects, DFT has proven as an
effective technique to analyze the energy and pathways of
catalytic reactions. For heterogeneous catalysis on metallic
surfaces, reaction selectivity and activity can be understood
from kinetic information calculated by DFT, which in turn can
be explained by the binding energies of adsorbates through
Brønsted–Evans–Polanyi (BEP) linear relationships between
reaction and activation energies29 and linear scaling relationships between adsorbate binding energies.30 It has been widely
accepted that the tuning of adsorption energies on the alloy
surface can be explained by a shift of the electronic d-band
center due to ligand and strain effects,12 as well as linear
interpolation models to describe ensemble effects.10 However,
it was recently found that although linear interpolation can
roughly predict the binding energies of some adsorbates [e.g.,
O and S on the PdAu(111) surface alloy10,31 ], it fails to explain
the binding energies of other species (e.g., H on PtAu, IrAg,
and PdRh,17,32,33 and OH on PtAu, IrAu, PdAg, PtAg, and
IrAg6 ) due to different tunability properties of specific surface
ensembles. With only a few theoretical studies attempting to
distinguish these different effects for a description of adsorption on alloy surfaces,10,11 we are motivated to disentangle
them here.
In this paper, we explore the alloying effects on adsorbate binding energies at close-packed bimetallic surfaces and
directly compare the ensemble, ligand, and strain effects.
Specifically, we study alloying elements with strong and weak
adsorption capacities and explain the resulting changes in
the adsorbate binding on these alloyed surfaces.6,8,9,17 Using
PdAu, RhAu, and PtAu as examples, we calculate the H
and O binding energies on their (111) surfaces. Ordered and
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FIG. 1. Three-fold triatomic ensembles considered as binding sites for H and
O. The triangles represent the three-fold symmetry of the binding site. The gold
and black spheres represent Au and the other alloyed element, respectively.

randomly alloyed slabs as well as randomly alloyed clusters were considered. Additionally, we explore the binding
of H and O at other transition metal bimetallics with the random alloy cluster model and discuss the possible interesting
effects including the bifunctional effect of Cu-based alloys for
catalysis.
II. METHODS
A. Computational methods

All calculations in this study were performed using the
VASP code. The generalized gradient approximation method
with the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof 34 functional was used to
describe electronic exchange and correlation. The projector
augmented-wave method was used to describe the core electrons.35 Kohn–Sham wave functions were then expanded in a
plane wave basis with an energy cutoff of 400 eV to describe
the valence electrons.36 Geometries were considered relaxed
when the forces on each atom decreased below 0.05 eV/Å. For
the slab model calculations, a (3 × 3 × 1) Monkhorst–Pack kpoint mesh was used to sample the Brillouin zone.37 A gamma
point sampling was used for the cluster model. Spin polarization was tested and used as needed, such as for the calculation
of O2 in a vacuum.
B. Modeling details

In our previous studies, we found that on close-packed
surfaces, triatomic ensembles with three-fold symmetry are

FIG. 2. Ordered alloy XAu(111) (X
= Pd, Rh, and Pt) surfaces modeled in
this study. The gold and black spheres
represent Au and the other alloyed element, respectively.
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the smallest units for H and O adsorptions (Fig. 1),6–9,32
which most directly determine the adsorption environment;
the atoms outside the triatomic ensemble are less important.6,8,9,22 Therefore, adsorption is described in terms of
the makeup of the triatomic ensemble in this paper. The
four triatomic ensembles are denoted as follows: Y3 , X1 Y2 ,
X2 Y1 , and X3 (where X and Y represent the two alloy elements, respectively). Examples of the XAu triatomic ensemble are shown in Fig. 1. To find stable adsorption geometries, H and O adsorbates were initially placed at the hollow, bridge, and atop sites of the triatomic ensemble before
DFT optimization; after convergence, the optimized site
with the favorable binding energy for each specific triatomic ensemble is the one considered in our subsequent
analysis.
H- and O-binding energies, E b , were calculated as
1
Eb = Etot − E∗ − Egas ,
2

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Ensemble vs. strain effects

To directly compare the ensemble and strain effects on
alloyed surfaces, H- and O-binding energies were calculated
on the ordered alloy surfaces with varying lattice constants
from that of X (X = Pd, Rh, and Pt) to Au (4.08 Å) (Fig. 3).
To ensure that the electronic contribution from the sublayers were controlled, all three sublayers were kept as Au(111).
For PdAu/Au(111) and PtAu/Au(111), five lattice constants
between Pd/Pt and Au were considered. Since the slab with

(1)

where E tot is the total energy of the system with the adsorbate
H or O, E ∗ is the energy of the bare surface, and E gas is the
total energy of H2 or O2 in a vacuum.
Ordered alloyed (111) surfaces were modeled as slabs
with 4 layers, in p(3 × 3) unit cells, with the bottom
two atomic layers fixed in bulk positions. A vacuum gap
of at least 12 Å in the z-direction was modeled to separate difference images. The surfaces of the slab were modeled as in Fig. 2: Au(111), X1 Au2 /Au(111), X2 Au1 /Au(111),
and Xmonolayer /Au(111). The ordered X1 Au2 /Au(111) and
X2 Au1 /Au(111) surfaces contain only the X1 Au2 and X2 Au1
ensembles (Fig. 1).26 To compare and differentiate the ensemble and strain effects, the lattice constant of each surface was tuned between the lattice constants of X and
Au. To compare and differentiate the ensemble and ligand effects, different numbers of Au(111) sublayers were
replaced by X(111), while the lattice constant of the slab
was kept fixed. The ordered alloys considered in our calculations are shown in Fig. 2. The coordinates of our
computational models can be found in the supplementary
material.
Random alloy (111) surfaces were modeled as a 4 layer,
(3 × 3) unit cell, with the bottom two atomic layers fixed in bulk
positions. A vacuum gap of at least 12 Å in the z-direction was
used to separate periodic images. For each composition, more
than fifteen randomly alloyed configurations were generated.
Each configuration was generated by randomly mixing the
two elements. Following Vegard’s law,38 the weighted average
of the lattice constants between Au and X was used as the
lattice constant of the slab. Randomly alloyed nanoclusters
were modeled as truncated octahedra with 140 atoms (Fig.
S1 of the supplementary material).17 For each composition, at
least five randomly alloyed clusters were generated. Additional
information about this approach can be found in Ref. 17. A
vacuum gap of at least 10 Å separated the periodic images.
The clusters are denoted as Xx Au1−x [where X = {Pd, Rh,
Pt} and x (x = 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75) is the fraction of element
X]. To calculate the average binding energies of H and O, ten
triatomic ensembles were randomly sampled for each binding
site.

FIG. 3. Calculated H- and O-bindings at ordered alloy surfaces with varying lattice constant, a (in units of Å). H- and O-binding energies at (a)
PdAu/Au(111), (b) RhAu/Au(111), and (c) PtAu/Au(111). The black, red,
blue, green, and purple symbols represent the surfaces with varying lattice
constants from that of X (X = Pd, Rh, and Pt) to Au (4.08 Å).
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the lattice constant of Rh (3.80 Å) leads to significant surface
distortion upon adsorbate binding, this smallest lattice constant was excluded from our analysis. Our calculations show
that with an increase of the X component (X = Pd, Rh, and
Pt) in the triatomic ensemble, both the H- and O-binding energies increase nearly linearly. With an increase in the lattice
constant, both H- and O-binding energies are strengthened at
the same binding site, due to the strain effect.12,13 An exception is the Rh1 Au2 triatomic ensemble, which has a similar H
binding with varying lattice constant [Fig. 3(b)]. This can be
understood from the optimized adsorption geometries shown
in Fig. 4, where both H and O bind to the 3-fold hollow or
(near) bridge sites of the triatomic ensemble, with the exception of the Pt1 Au2 and Rh1 Au2 ensembles where H optimizes
to the Rh/Pt atop site. We recently reported that IrAg33 alloys
have similar H binding trends. Interestingly, for H adsorption at the ensembles of Pt1 Au2 , there was no local minimum
found at the 3-fold hollow or bridge site. Since the favorable
site is determined by the specific composition of the triatomic
ensemble, we attribute this binding geometry to the ensemble
effect.
Compared to the binding energies at different ensembles in the same bimetallic alloy, the effect of strain is less
significant for tuning the H- and O-binding energies. However, if the increase in the lattice constant is relatively large,
a significant tuning of the binding at the same binding site is
expected. For example, with a lattice constant of 4.08 Å for
PdAu/Au(111), the H binding at the ensemble of Pd1 Au2 is
close to a Pd2 Au1 ensemble with the lattice constant of 3.89
Å [Fig. 3(a)]. If the strain is too large, an adsorption-induced
relaxation could also lead to the strengthened binding, as in
the case of H-binding to the highly strained Rh3 ensemble
[Fig. 3(b)].
Nevertheless, the trends of the adsorbate tunability do not
change with the lattice constant, as shown in Fig. 3.
B. Ensemble vs. ligand effects

To directly compare the ensemble and ligand effects on
alloyed surfaces, H- and O-binding energies were calculated
on different XAu/Au(111) surfaces with varying numbers of
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substituted sublayers from Au(111) to X(111) (Fig. 5). To
control the strain effect, the lattice constant of all slabs
was kept as 4.08 Å. Interestingly, with an increase in substituted sublayers, both the H- and O-binding energies are
similar. Exceptions include the ensembles of Rh2 Au1 and
Rh3 , which have significantly weakened H- and O-bindings
with the increase in Rh(111) in the sublayers [Fig. 5(b)].
For PtAu/Au(111), it can be seen that the Pt3 ensemble has
also weakened H-binding upon substitution of Pt(111) sublayers, with the resulting H-binding energies close to those
of Pt1 Au2 and Pt2 Au1 [Fig. 5(c)]. In contrast, the trends
in O-binding at PtAu/Au(111) are nearly-linear [Fig. 5(c)].
This difference in the tuning of H- and O-binding energies shows that PtAu is a special bimetallic that is untunable for H but tunable for O,6,17 breaking a well-known
adsorption scaling relationship. This result has been verified in a recent collaborative theoretical and electrochemical
study.17
Although the electronic contribution from sublayers to the
surface can help tuning the H- and O-bindings on these three
bimetallics, it is clear from Fig. 5 that this ligand effect is not
as significant as the ensemble effect. This result is consistent
with the conclusions from Liu and Nørskov,10 where O, N, and
CO adsorption on the PdAu surface depend primarily on the
local adsorption environment provided by the specific atomic
ensemble. It should be noted that although the strain and ligand
effects only modestly change the binding energies of H and O,
they can still be important for catalyst design. For example,
a Pt3 ensemble on Pt(111) is understood to possess excellent
oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) performance with the Obinding only slightly stronger than the optimal, as shown in the
famous ORR volcano activity plot in Ref. 39. It is expected that
with some modest changes in surface electronic and/or strain,
the O-binding of such a Pt3 site could be slightly weakened,
leading to even higher ORR performance.18 In a recent study,
we calculated that a Pt3 site on Au(111) could lead to such an
improvement for ORR.6 For catalytic reactions like the ORR,
many of the close-packed transition metal surface binds adsorbates very strongly (e.g., Pd, Rh, Pt, Ni, and Ir 8,17,39 ), while the
noble metals bind adsorbates very weakly to be active (e.g.,
Au and Ag6 ). Compared to the strain and ligand effects, the

FIG. 4. H and O adsorption configurations at the triatomic ensembles of
XAu/Au(111) (X = Pd, Rh, and Pt)
ordered alloy slabs. White, red, gold,
blue, green, and silver represent H, O,
Au, Pd, Rh, and Pt, respectively.
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FIG. 5. Calculated H- and O-bindings at ordered alloy surfaces with varying numbers of substituted sublayers. H- and O-binding energies on (a)
PdAu/Au(111), (b) RhAu/Au(111), and (c) PtAu/Au(111) surfaces. The
black/gray points represent the slab without sublayer substitution. Red/pink,
blue/dark cyan, and green/cyan points represent the substitution of the first 1,
2, and 3 sublayers with X(111), where X = Pd, Rh, and Pt.

ensemble effect is more important for alloys of these metals, as a way of providing a well-tuned specific ensemble that
can bind adsorbates with an intermediate strength, resulting
in a catalyst close to the peak of the reaction volcano.17 An
ensemble-based strategy for rational alloy catalyst design can
be found in Ref. 6, where it was found that although Rh and Au
are both inactive for ORR, the Rh-Au interface (more specifically, the Rh1 Au2 ensemble) provides excellent ORR activity
in RhAu alloy nanoparticles.

FIG. 6. Calculated H- and O-bindings at random alloy (111) slabs. [(a)–(c)]
Average H- and O-binding energies at (a) Pdx Au1−x (111), (b) Rhx Au1−x (111),
and (c) Ptx Au1−x (111). Error bars indicate the standard deviation of binding
energies calculated from ten sampled binding sites.

C. Random alloys
1. Random alloy slabs

From the ordered alloy surfaces, it was found that while
the strain and ligand effects are able to tune the H- and
O-binding energies, the ensemble effect is more significant.
Since many state-of-the-art alloy synthesis methods (e.g.,
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microwave-assisted synthesis40 ) are kinetically controlled,
there are likely many different meta-stable alloy configurations
that can be synthesized under the same conditions.6 Therefore,
variations of binding energies due to the three effects should
be quantified and a model that evaluates these three effects
together should be developed.
Here, to evaluate the uncertainties on the alloying effects,
we calculated the average H- and O-binding energy of each
binding site sampled from randomly alloyed models. Error
bars indicate the standard deviations of the binding energy
at the same binding site for the different sampled atomistic
environments. For each alloy composition, a weighted average of the lattice constants of the two elements was used as
the lattice constant, based on Vegard’s law.38 This random
alloy model guarantees that all the three alloying effects are
considered in the same calculation, together with error bars
that evaluate the uncertainties in different randomly alloyed
geometries. Figure 6 shows the average H- and O-bindings on
Xx Au1−x (111) (X = Pd, Rh, and Pt; x = 0.25, 0.50, and 0.75)
sampled from fifteen random geometries. It can be clearly
seen that Pdx Au1−x (111) tunes H-bindings linearly with the
increase in Pd in a triatomic ensemble [Fig. 6(a)], while
Rhx Au1−x (111) is less linear [Fig. 6(b)] and Ptx Au1−x (111) is
almost untunable among different Pt-related triatomic ensembles [Fig. 6(c)]. These calculations show differences in H
tunability in the following three bimetallics: PdAu > RhAu
> PtAu. However, for O adsorption, the binding energies of
all these three bimetallics tune near-linearly, indicating good O
tunability with the increase in Pd/Rh/Pt atoms in the triatomic
ensemble. The differences in the binding energies at different
alloy compositions are also less significant than the ensemble effect, showing less influence from the strain and ligand
effects, in good agreement with the conclusions drawn from
the ordered alloy surfaces. Also, the error bars are relatively
small, indicating that the binding energies and their tunabilities depend primarily on the atomic ensemble, while variation
of H- and O-bindings is less significant with different random
geometries.
Figure 7 shows the representative H- and O-binding configurations on random alloy surfaces. It is found that the Hand O-binding sites are similar to those on the ordered alloys
shown in Fig. 4, with the exception that H prefers to stay at the
three-fold hollow site on Rh1 Au2 instead of the Rh atop site.
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So while the results from the random alloy and the ordered
alloy surfaces are similar, there are minor differences in both
the binding energies and sites which may be important for a
quantitative description of adsorbate binding.
2. Random alloy clusters

The ligand, strain, and ensemble effects were also considered on a 140-atom cluster model of a 2 nm nanoparticle
(Fig. 8). Our previous studies have shown that a cluster model
has better agreement with experiments of small nanoparticles, as compared to slab models.18 Compared to the random
slab model in Fig. 6, the trends in the average H- and Obindings are generally similar to the cluster, while the error
bars of the cluster models are slightly larger (Fig. 8). This
is because some binding sites were near the edge and corner
of the cluster, which have stronger binding due to lower surface coordination as compared to the (111) surface in the slab
model. The adsorption geometries of H and O at cluster surfaces are also similar to those at the slab (Fig. 7). Therefore,
we conclude that on both cluster and slab models of random alloys, tuning of adsorbate binding is primarily affected
by the atomic ensemble and less by strain and electronic
interactions.
To test the generality of our results, we selected six more
bimetallic alloys that include a “strong binding metal” (Pd,
Rh, and Pt) and a “weak binding metal” (Ag and Cu), with
the 140-atom random alloy cluster model (Fig. 9). With the
conclusions from Figs. 6 and 8 showing that the composition
does not lead to significant changes in the H- and O-binding
energy trends, we considered only a 0.50:0.50 alloy composition here. It can be seen from the results that Pd0.50 Ag0.50
and Pd0.50 Cu0.50 have good tunability for H-binding, while
Rh0.50 Ag0.50 , Pt0.50 Ag0.50 , Rh0.50 Cu0.50 , and Pt0.50 Cu0.50 have
a relatively weaker tunability for H-bindings at Rh- or Ptrelated sites [Fig. 9(a)]. On the other hand, Pd0.50 Ag0.50 ,
Rh0.50 Ag0.50 , Pd0.50 Cu0.50 , and Rh0.50 Cu0.50 have tunable Obindings at Pd- or Rh-related sites, while Pt0.50 Ag0.50 and
Pt0.50 Cu0.50 have weaker tunability of O-binding at Pt-related
sites [Fig. 9(b)]. Interestingly, since Cu binds to H weaker
but binds to O stronger than Pd and Pt, both Pd0.50 Cu0.50 and
Pt0.50 Cu0.50 have inverted tuning trends of H and O adsorptions: with the increase in the Pd or Pt component in the triatomic ensemble, H binding becomes stronger while O binding

FIG. 7. Selected typical H and O adsorption configurations at the triatomic ensembles of Xx Au1−x (111) (X = Pd, Rh, and Pt) random alloy slabs. White, red,
gold, blue, green, and silver represent H, O, Au, Pd, Rh, and Pt, respectively.
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FIG. 9. Calculated averaged (a) H- and (b) O-binding energies of
Pd0.50 Ag0.50 , Rh0.50 Ag0.50 , Pt0.50 Ag0.50 , Pd0.50 Cu0.50 , Rh0.50 Cu0.50 , and
Pt0.50 Cu0.50 . All binding sites were sampled from the (111) faces of the clusters. Error bars indicate the standard deviation of binding energies calculated
from ten sampled binding sites.

elements, such as differences in their lattice constants, electronic charge transfer between them, and adsorbate-induced
relaxation. Electronic and/or strain effects can have nonnegligible contributions to the binding energy for these alloys,
raising the uncertainty in adsorbate binding energies.

IV. CONCLUSIONS
FIG. 8. Calculated H- and O-binding energies on random alloy 140-atom
clusters. Average H- and O-bindings at (a) Pdx Au1−x , (b) Rhx Au1−x , and (c)
Ptx Au1−x . All binding sites were sampled from the (111) facets of the clusters.
Error bars show the standard deviation of the binding energies calculated from
ten sampled binding sites.

becomes weaker. We expect that these reverse trends, which are
due to the special oxophilic properties of Cu, could be beneficial to bi-functional alloy catalyst design. Specifically, for CO
oxidation, it is found that many transition metals suffer from
CO poisoning, while alloying those elements with Cu can promote oxygen adsorption and CO oxidation.41–44 Additionally,
it should be mentioned that compared to the Au-based alloys
shown in Fig. 8, some Ag- and Cu-based alloys have relatively
large distributions of H- and O-binding energies (Fig. 9), which
could originate from intrinsic differences between the two

In this paper, we have explored the ensemble, ligand, and
strain effects of close-packed surfaces alloyed by the transition
metals with strong and weak H- and O-binding energies. PdAu,
RhAu, and PtAu were selected as typical bimetallics, and both
ordered and random alloy surfaces were studied to compare the
tunability of H- and O-binding energies as a function of the lattice constant, numbers of alloyed sublayers, and random alloy
geometries. We found that when alloying two elements with
strong and weak adsorption capacities, the ensemble effect
more significantly tunes the adsorbate binding than the ligand and strain effects. Similar conclusions were found for
a range of other bimetallics, but also that minor changes in
adsorbate bindings, due to the ligand and strain effects, cannot be neglected in a quantitative model. It is expected that
for bimetallics with alloys of two strong adsorption elements
(e.g., PdPt 45 and RhPd32 ), the ligand and strain will be more
important.
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